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No inspectors

Every teacher is responsible for 
his/her own teaching, must
follow the national  curriculum
/city curriculum/own school
curriculum

No 
standardized

tests

TRUST
The principal gives support

and pedagogical
help/collective advise to 

teachers.

Teachers 
evaluate

the 
childrens
learning

High level of 
teachers

education
(masters degree

in education)-
commitment

The principal chooses his/her
own troops, reqruiting

The ideas of 
improvments

come from
schools and are

excersiced in 
schools as well

The schoolsystem is based on..



 To provide a whole path of learning through the 
school for every child.

 No dropouts

 Provide the support needed

 Two levels of support: intensified support and special
support

The main goal is…



 For those children who need
support in one or two subjects (2-3 
hours/week given by part time
special education teacher)

 For those children who have
difficulties in learning Finnish
language and who have lived in 
Finland for many years (2 
hours/week given by Finnish as a 
second language teacher)

 Special materials, smaller groups
during the schoolday, less
homework, reducing of exercises
(less is more), focusing on main 
things…

Intensified support



 For those, who need even more support, perhaps own goals in 
one or more subjects

 For those, who need a small group to support the child because
of eighter learning or behavioral problems

 Special material, adjusted curriculum, special education teachers
as classteachers

 Integration to other classes when ever possible, notice the 
strengths of the child!

Special support



 The student is an active learner

 Examination of bigger
fenomena, not subject-related

 Co-operation (students and 
teachers as well)

 Evaluation: self-evaluation and 
peer-evaluation during the 
studies

 Evaluation must be many-sided
and supportive!

 https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=hTlAMSR9DYM

The curriculum

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTlAMSR9DYM


 Digitality is seen as both the aim of 
learning and an instrument

 Distance learning in basic
education is not an option, we
always need a teacher present!

 Infra in Vantaa basic education: 
one tablet/two students + 
computers in every classroom + 
several computers in one
classroom or divided in several
classrooms + BYOD

 Google Apps for Education, GAFE

About digital materials



It´s not just the Internet…

 -Photos, games, coding…
 -Quizzes (Kahoot, Socrative…)
 -Excersizes in Google 

classroom

 -Making animated films, 
making own videos…





Thank you !


